
TANK ABANDONMENT
MADE EASY

Tripolymer® Tank Media offers a hassle-free and cost-effective method to safely 

abandon underground oil, gasoline or chemical storage tanks. Local and state 

regulatory agencies nationwide consider Tripolymer Tank Media the safest and best 

method for in-place, below-ground oil tank abandonment solution.

WHY CHOOSE FOAM?
To prevent collapse and dangerous sinkholes, underground tanks must be properly 

removed or filled. Removal and traditional filling methods like sand or cement can be 

costly, time consuming and can cause expensive damage to the surrounding property. 

Developed in 1972, Tripolymer Tank Media’s trade secret foam has been used for over 

45 years as a durable and easy-to-install abandonment solution. It is:

Tripolymer Tank Media is a phenolic-based, methylene-linked, synthetic polymer 

developed specifically for tank abandonment – it is not a polyurethane foam. TTM is 

not made with any petro chemicals and can even absorb any oil remaining in a tank 

and hold it indefinitely without sustaining any damage to its cellular structure.

INERT NON-FLAMMABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE LIGHTWEIGHT  
AND STRONG

QUICKLY AND  
CLEANLY INSTALLEDNON-TOXIC



STEP 1
The oil, gasoline or chemical 

tank is emptied, cleaned and 

prepared for abandonment.

QUICK
A single technician 

can complete the 

installation with ease.

EASY
Our proprietary 

process and 

equipment can reach 

the most inaccessible 

of tanks.

SAFE
Our foam is non-

flammable, won’t 

leak into the soil and 

doesn’t require any 

hazardous excavation.

STRONG
Our foam weighs less 

than sand or concrete 

and supports up to 

40 pounds per  

square inch.

STEP 2
The technician injects foam 

through the fill pipe into 

the tank. The foam hardens 

completely within 48-72 hours.

STEP 3
Once the tank is full, vent and 

fill pipes are removed and the 

job is complete. 

MAKE YOUR NEXT TANK ABANDONMENT PROJECT HASSLE-FREE

In the growing underground tank abandonment industry, Tripolymer® Tank Media stands alone as a trusted, safe 

solution to any tank abandonment issue. Its simple installation process helps keep labor and cleanup costs low while 

ensuring a lasting abandonment solution.

HOW TRIPOLYMER TANK MEDIA  WORKS
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